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Transparent Nacre-like Composites Toughened through 
Mineral Bridges

Tommaso Magrini, Simon Moser, Madeleine Fellner, Alessandro Lauria, Florian Bouville,* 
and André R. Studart*

Bulk materials with remarkable mechanical properties have been developed by 
incorporating design principles of biological nacre into synthetic composites. 
However, this potential has not yet been fully leveraged for the fabri cation 
of tough and strong materials that are also optically transparent. In this work, a 
manufacturing route that enables the formation of nacre-like mineral bridges 
in a bioinspired composite consisting of glass platelets infiltrated with an 
index-matching polymer matrix is developed. By varying the pressure applied 
during compaction of the glass platelets, composites with tunable levels of 
mineral bridges and platelet interconnectivity can be easily fabricated. The 
effect of platelet interconnectivity on the mechanical strength and fracture 
behavior of the bioinspired composites is investigated by performing state-of-
the-art fracture experiments combined with in situ electron microscopy. The 
results show that the formation of interconnections between platelets leads 
to bulk transparent materials with an unprecedented combination of strength 
and fracture toughness. This unusual set of properties can potentially fulfill 
currently unmet demands in electronic displays and related technologies.
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optical communication to structural ele-
ments in construction, architecture, and 
arts. In spite of this broad demand, high 
strength and optical transparency are prop-
erties that are usually difficult to reconcile 
in single homogeneous materials. This 
explains the widespread use of silica-based 
glass as a dominant material in applica-
tions where strength and transparency are 
simultaneously required. While state-of-
the-art oxide glasses are sufficiently strong 
to withstand the mechanical loading con-
ditions developed in several application 
scenarios, this material is not able to resist 
crack propagation and thus fractures in a 
brittle and catastrophic manner. Therefore, 
materials combining strength, toughness, 
and transparency are of high practical and 
technological relevance.

Composite materials have long been 
exploited to implement multiple function-

alities in bulk parts that cannot be achieved using single mate-
rial classes. In particular, biological composites, such as bone, 
wood, and mollusk shells are striking examples of how building 
blocks with rather weak intrinsic properties can be assembled 
into hierarchical structures with multiple unique functionali-
ties.[1–4] The nacreous layer of mollusk shells is one of the most 
prominent examples of a biological composite that is simulta-
neous stiff and tough, despite the weak nature of its constituent 
building blocks.[5,6] These properties arise from the organiza-
tion of stiff calcium carbonate platelets and a soft biopolymer 
matrix into a so-called brick-and-mortar structure. Some of the 
key structural features of such a brick-and-mortar architecture 
include the staggered arrangement of platelets,[5,7] the energy-
dissipative nature of the biopolymer matrix,[8] as well as the 
nanogranular structure,[9] the surface asperities, the interlocking 
geometry,[7,10,11] and the interconnectivity between the platelets.[2]

Several manufacturing routes have been proposed to emu-
late the design principles of nacre in synthetic composite 
materials.[12–17] Methods that allow for the formation of highly-
aligned platelets that are interconnected by stiff mineral 
bridges have been shown to be very effective in simultaneously 
enhancing the fracture strength and toughness of nacre-like 
composites.[18–21] In one of these approaches, mineral bridges 
are created by the dewetting of a titania coating from the sur-
face of alumina platelets during sintering of magnetically 
aligned scaffolds.[20] The formation of mineral bridges has also 
been achieved through the incorporation of specific chemicals 

1. Introduction

Strong and transparent materials are useful in a myriad of 
applications, from displays in electronic devices and fibers in 
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into the particle suspensions used to produce  nacre-like 
 structures by the ice-templating technique.[18,21] Additive manu-
facturing technologies have also been utilized to fabricate all-
polymer nacre-like structures with tunable interconnectivity 
between bricks.[22] While the importance of mineral bridges has 
been demonstrated in several experimental and computational 
studies,[23,24] the strengthening potential of this structural fea-
ture has not yet been harnessed for the development of trans-
parent nacre-like materials.[25]

Here, we report a simple approach to fabricate transparent 
nacre-like composites that are strengthened and toughened 
through the formation of interplatelet mineral bridges. Com-
posites with a nacre-like architecture are manufactured using 
glass platelets aligned and interconnected at random contact 
points in an index-matching polymer phase. First, we describe 
the processing steps involved in the manufacturing of such 
bioinspired structures with tunable platelet interconnectivity 
and quantify the level of interconnectivity using image analysis 
protocols. The mechanical and toughening behavior of compos-
ites with distinct interconnectivity levels is then investigated by 
performing controlled fracture experiments. Finally, the optical 
properties of the nacre-like composites are evaluated and ana-
lyzed in the context of display applications.

2. Results and Discussion

Transparent nacre-like composites are fabricated by a multistep 
process involving well-established manufacturing technologies 
(Figure 1a). First, glass flakes with typical diameter of 300 µm 
and thickness of 1 µm are suspended in water and assembled 
into thick discs through vacuum-assisted filtration. The resulting 
discs are densified by uniaxial compaction at room temperature 
under compressive stresses in the range 5–110 MPa. Compressed 
compacts are then sintered at 600 °C in a conventional oven to 
form mineral bridges between adjacent flakes. Finally, the sin-
tered scaffolds are infiltrated with a mixture of monomers and 
initiator to generate a solid organic matrix upon polymerization. 
A monomer mixture comprising poly(methyl methacrylate) and 
phenanthrene is utilized to form an organic matrix with refrac-
tive index that matches that of the glass flakes. This ensures the 
formation of a nacre-like architecture that is optically transparent 
in spite of the high density of platelet-matrix interfaces.

The manufacturing process determines the microstructural 
features of the resulting nacre-like composites. While the uni-
axial compression step leads to a high density of well-aligned 
glass platelets, the sintering procedure enables the formation of 
stiff interconnections between such platelets. Our experiments 
show that the interconnectivity between the glass platelets can 
be enhanced by increasing the pressure applied during com-
pression. Importantly, such an increase in interconnectivity 
occurs while maintaining the relative density of glass phase 
at comparable levels within the range 55–62% (Figure  1b). 
This observation indicates that the system has reached the 
maximum packing density of platelets. Although maximum 
packing is achieved at the global level, higher compression 
stresses presumably favor the formation of stronger contact 
points between the platelets, which ultimately result in mineral 
interconnections after sintering.

To establish a direct correlation between the compressive 
stress applied during compaction and the interconnectivity of 
the sintered nacre-like architecture, we performed image anal-
ysis on polished composite specimens subjected to compaction 
pressures between 5 and 110 MPa (Figure 1c,d). In this analysis, 
the level of interconnectivity is quantified through measure-
ments of the characteristic feature sizes of the microstructure. 
The characteristic features of interest are the individual plate-
lets (1 µm) and the adjacent platelets that are sufficiently close 
to form a cluster (> 1  µm). Such analysis reveals that the dis-
tribution of cluster sizes moves toward coarser length scales, 
if the specimen is subjected to higher compressive stresses 
during compaction (Figure  1c). This effect is quantified by 
normalizing the number of counts of a given cluster relative 
to the number of counts of individual platelets, which eventu-
ally leads to a relative measure of the frequency of clusters of a 
specific size, f(δ) (Figure 1e). Our results show that an increase 
in compressive stress from 5 to 110 MPa increases the max-
imum cluster size from 4 to around 8 µm. Clusters containing 
2–3 platelets are particularly evident in specimens compressed 
above 20 MPa. For the highest stress of 110 MPa, the relative 
frequency of these clusters is three to fivefold higher compared 
to samples pressed at 5 MPa (Figure 1e).

Whereas the relative frequency of clusters captures the 
formation of strong contact points between platelets during 
sintering, the overall interconnectivity of the solid phase 
throughout the material is a more appropriate microstructural 
parameter to be correlated with the mechanical properties of 
the composite. We quantify the overall interconnectivity of the 
structure, χ, by measuring the number of counts of clusters 
(of all sizes) relative to the total number of all counts of solid 
phase (clusters and individual platelets). Because this image 
analysis protocol also leads to a finite interconnectivity value 
for nonsintered specimens without strong platelet contacts (χ0), 
we normalize the χ values of the sintered samples by those of 
the nonsintered counterparts (χ/χ0) and hypothesize that this 
structural parameter should correlate directly with the mechan-
ical properties of the nacre-like composites. In agreement with 
our earlier qualitative analysis of the microstructures, the χ/χ0 
value of our composites was found to increase from 0.43 to 1.13 
by increasing the compressive stress from 5 to 110 (Figure 1f).

The effect of the platelet interconnectivity on the mechanical 
behavior of nacre-like composites was evaluated by performing 
three-point bending tests on notched and un-notched speci-
mens prepared at distinct compressive stresses (Figure 2a,b). 
Tests on un-notched samples were used to measure the flexural 
strength and elastic modulus of the composites, whereas exper-
iments with notched specimens provided information about 
the resistance of the material against crack initiation (KIC) and 
propagation (KIJ).

Increasing the platelet interconnectivity (χ/χ0) from 0.43 
to 1.13 was found to enhance the flexural strength and elastic 
modulus of the transparent nacre-like composites by a factor 
of 2 and 4, respectively, without sacrificing their fracture tough-
ness. The dependence of strength and modulus on the platelet 
interconnectivity shows a similar trend to that observed in 
our previous study on nacre-like composites containing alu-
mina platelets interconnected via titania mineral bridges.[26] In 
this earlier work, the level of interconnectivity was quantified 
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by estimating the relative fraction of titania contacts between 
platelets using image analysis. Despite the different analytical 
protocols employed, the resulting interconnectivity parameters 
are expected to capture the same microstructural feature of 
the brick-and-mortar structures, namely the relative density of 
mineral bridges. Theoretical analysis using a simplified shear 
lag model suggests that the strength and elastic modulus of 
nacre-like composites should increase linearly with the rela-
tive fraction of mineral bridges.[26] The strength and modulus 
data obtained in this work seem to follow this trend (Figure 2c), 
providing further experimental evidence of the analytical pre-
diction. Although the mineral bridges are the major structural 
features controlling the composite fracture strength, previous 

work[27] suggests that the polymer phase itself also plays an 
important role in transferring stress away from the scaffolds, 
thus increasing the strength without compromising toughness.

The resistance of the composites against crack initiation 
and growth was quantified by measuring force-displacement 
curves for single-edge notched beam (SENB) specimens fea-
turing varying levels of platelet interconnectivity (Figure  2b). 
In these experiments, mechanical load was applied normal 
to the platelet long axis to induce crack propagation perpen-
dicular to the platelet’s basal plane. The experimental results 
show that all composites exhibit graceful (non-catastrophic) 
failure, regardless of their interconnectivity. This suggests that 
the propagation of the main crack initiated close to the notch 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2020, 30, 2002149

Figure 1. Fabrication and microstructural features of the transparent nacre-like composites. a) Chart depicting the fabrication steps of the transparent 
nacre-like composites. b) Evolution of the relative density of flakes as a function of the pressure applied during compaction (solid black line). The final 
relative density after sintering of the samples is also shown (symbols). Gray, yellow, orange, and blue symbols correspond to the specimens that were 
subjected to compressive stresses of 5, 20, 40, and 110 MPa, respectively. c) Histogram illustrating the distribution of the cluster sizes in a specimen 
compacted at 5 MPa (wide gray bins), and at 110 MPa (narrow blue bins). The solid lines represent the smoothing of the cluster size distributions meas-
ured for each compaction pressure. d) (Bottom right) Scanning electron micrograph of a specimen compacted at 40 MPa. (Upper left) Superimposition 
of the color-coded spatial distribution of clusters on the SEM image. Purple features correspond to 1 µm clusters, whereas yellow features correspond 
to 6 µm clusters. e) Relative frequency of cluster sizes observed in samples prepared under different compaction pressures. The frequency is given by 
the ratio between the frequency of a given cluster larger than 1 µm and the frequency of 1 µm thick unconnected platelets. f) Relative interconnectivity 
(defined as χ/χ0) of the final samples as a function of compressive stresses ranging from 5 up to 110 MPa. The gray, yellow, orange, and blue symbols 
correspond to relative interconnectivity values of 0.43, 0.77, 1.02, and 1.13, respectively.
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is hindered by toughening mechanisms within the nacre-like 
microstructure. Such toughening effect was quantified by cal-
culating the resistance imposed by the material against crack 
growth as a function of the extension of the crack, also called 
the R-curve.

All the investigated nacre-like composites exhibit a rising 
R-curve behavior, which is a typical signature of toughened 
materials (Figure  2d). The fracture toughness of the compos-
ites was quantified through the stress intensity factor, K. Speci-
mens with high platelet interconnectivity (χ/χ0 = 1.02 and 1.13) 
showed fracture toughness of ≈2 MPa m1/2 for a relatively small 
crack extension of 400  µm. The K values of such composites 
were found to increase sharply at the onset of cracking before 
reaching a state of steady but gradual increase as the crack is 
further extended. The sharp initial increase in fracture tough-
ness might be related to heterogeneities in the composite 
microstructure or inaccuracies in the measurement at very 
small crack extensions. Importantly, the high toughness level 
reached in the steady part of the R-curve reflects the presence 
of a strong interconnected network of platelets in composites 
with high χ/χ0 values. In contrast to these strongly toughened 

microstructures, composites with the lowest platelet intercon-
nectivity (χ/χ0 = 0.43) show only the steady and gradual increase 
of K as a function of crack extension. This is probably caused by 
the lower strength and stiffness of the platelet network within 
these composites. Specimens with intermediate interconnec-
tivity (χ/χ0 = 0.77) exhibit fracture toughness values that lie in 
between the two R-curve profiles discussed above. Interestingly, 
the gain in fracture toughness in the steady and gradual part of 
the R-curve is comparable for all samples, suggesting the pres-
ence of the same toughening mechanisms within this crack 
extension range.

To gain more insights into the toughening mechanisms 
underlying the observed rising R-curve behavior, we conducted 
another series of fracture experiments using the wedge splitting 
test (WST) configuration (Figure 3). Such configuration allows 
for a stable growth of cracks through the controlled displace-
ment of a wedge positioned on top of the sample notch. The 
propagation of the crack from the notch through the nacre-like 
microstructure was tracked by scanning electron micrograph 
(SEM) imaging of the cross-section of the composite during 
and after the fracture process.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2020, 30, 2002149

Figure 2. Flexural mechanical properties and crack growth resistance of the transparent nacre-like composites. a) Flexural stress as function of flexural 
strain for transparent nacre-like composite specimens prepared at different compaction pressures. Specimens prepared at 5, 20, 40, and 110 MPa dis-
play relative interconnectivity of 0.43, 0.77, 1.02, and 1.13, respectively. b) Force-displacement curves obtained from single edge notched bending (SENB) 
experiments on composites with distinct relative interconnectivities. c) Flexural strength (in MPa) and Young’s modulus (in GPa) of the composites 
as a function of the relative interconnectivity. The error bars are representative of the measured standard deviation. d) Crack growth resistance (KIJ) as 
a function of crack extension (Δa) for the different nacre-like composites subjected to SENB fracture experiments.
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Several microscale fracture phenomena were observed 
during the stable crack growth experiments. First, platelet frac-
ture appears to be the dominant failure mechanism in all the 
studied composites. This experimental finding is in line with 
theoretical estimates based on the aspect ratio (s) of the glass 
platelets and the shear strength (τy) of the poly(methyl meth-
acrylate) (PMMA) matrix used for the fabrication of the nacre-
like structures. Assuming that the yield shear strength of the 
polymer matrix to be lower than the strength of the platelet-
matrix interface, a simplified shear lag model predicts that 
platelet fracture occurs if the platelet aspect ratio, s, is larger 
than a critical value, sc.[28] In this simplified analysis, the crit-
ical aspect ratio is given by: sc = σf/τy, where σf is the tensile 
strength of the platelets. Taking σf = 500 MPa and τy = 20 MPa 
as reasonable assumptions for, respectively, the tensile strength 
of the glass platelets and the shear strength of the PMMA 
matrix, one should expect sc to be approximately equal to 25 for 
our composites. This sc value is one order of magnitude smaller 
than the actual aspect ratio of the glass platelets (s = 300), which 
explains our experimental observation of platelet fracture as the 
dominant failure mode.

The second distinct feature revealed by the controlled frac-
ture experiments is the local deflection of the main crack by 
the glass platelets as it propagates through the brick-and-mortar 
structure (Figure  3b,d). The extent of crack deflection in each 
of the investigated specimens was quantified by measuring the 
tortuosity of the crack using image analysis (see Videos S1 and S2  

in the Supporting Information). Surprisingly, decreasing 
the platelet interconnectivity from 1.13 to 0.43 was found to 
increase the tortuosity of the crack by ≈25% (Figure  3e). This 
experimental observation suggests that the glass–glass inter-
connections work as obstacles against further propagation 
of the deflected cracks along the transverse direction, thus 
decreasing the tortuosity of the crack path. Theoretical analysis 
has shown that a crack deflection event is expected to reduce 
the stress intensity factor at the crack tip by a factor of ≈2 for 
a strong deflection angle of 90°.[29,30] This reduction in stress 
concentration becomes more pronounced for higher relative 
lengths of the kink generated upon crack deflection. Since the 
stronger crack deflection events observed in samples with lower 
platelet interconnectivity do not translate into a steeper R-curve 
response, other toughening mechanisms must dominate the 
crack propagation behavior of the studied composites.

Image analysis of the wake of the main crack shows that 
polymer bridges between the fractured surfaces is the third 
prominent microstructural feature of the fracture process 
(Figure  3f–h). Numerous unbroken polymer ligaments were 
found in the crack wake of all samples, regardless of the ini-
tial level of platelet interconnectivity. By bridging the fractured 
surfaces behind the main crack tip, such unbroken ligaments 
exert a closure force that resists crack opening, thus tough-
ening the material. This toughening effect is proportional to 
the areal fraction of unbroken ligaments and depends on the 
deformation response of the polymer. Because all specimens 
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Figure 3. Fracture behavior of the transparent nacre-like composites. a) Scanning electron (SE) micrograph showing fracture of a specimen in a wedge-
splitting-test (WST) configuration. b–d) Representative SE micrographs displaying the tortuous path of cracks at the beginning and toward the end of 
fracture experiments on specimens with relative interconnectivity of 0.43 (gray), 0.77 (yellow), and 1.13 (blue), respectively. The red line in each image 
represents the shortest crack path obtained by skeletonization of the two crack surfaces. e) Crack tortuosity (τ) resulting from deflection events in 
composites with different levels of interconnectivity (χ/χ0). The tortuosity values correspond to the ratio between the total crack length (approximated 
by the red line shown in the micrograph) and the size of each frame along the direction of the crack. f–h) SE micrographs highlighting the presence of 
several polymer bridging locations during the propagation of the main crack. i) Critical stress intensity factors for crack initiation (KIC) (empty symbols) 
and crack propagation KI Jmax (filled symbols) measured in SENB specimens. The error bars indicate the measured standard deviation.
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contain the same polymer at comparable volume fraction, the 
fracture toughness amplification resulting from unbroken 
ligaments should not depend on the platelet interconnectivity. 
This interpretation is supported by the R-curve measurements, 
which indicate a comparable gain in the fracture toughness of 
all materials in the steady part of the curve (Figure 2d). There-
fore, our results suggest that polymer bridging is the prevalent 
mechanism responsible for the increasing resistance of the 
nacre-like structures against crack propagation, whereas the  
toughness against crack initiation (KIC) is controlled by  
the strength of the interconnected network of platelets.

The rising resistance against crack propagation is a unique 
feature of our bioinspired composite in comparison to other 
stiff and transparent materials. To illustrate this key advantage, 
we incorporate the mechanical data obtained for the nacre-like 
composites in an Ashby plot displaying the fracture tough-
ness as a function of the fracture strength of other transparent 
structural materials (Figure 4a). The comparative analysis 
shows that nacre-like composites with platelet  interconnectivity 

reach maximum fracture toughness levels (KIJ,max) that are 
≈3 times higher than that of state-of-the-art silica glass and 
chemically-strengthened glasses used in display applications. 
Such toughening behavior prevents the shattering and brittle 
fracture typical of structural materials based on silica glass. 
Importantly, the high maximum toughness achieved is com-
bined with a two-fold increase in the fracture strength of the 
composite in comparison to our previously reported nacre-like 
transparent material. This strengthening effect arises from the 
incorporation of mineral bridges between the glass platelets. 
By reconciling high fracture strength and rising crack growth 
resistance, the obtained glass-based composites achieve a set 
of antagonistic properties that is often challenging to attain in 
engineering structural materials.[31]

While the nacre-inspired microstructure of the composites 
is crucial to enhance mechanical performance, the presence 
of two distinct phases requires close matching of their refrac-
tive indices to ensure the high optical transparency desired in 
display and related applications. To evaluate the optical quality 
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Figure 4. Optical properties of the transparent nacre-like composites. a) Ashby plot displaying the fracture toughness against the strength of different 
classes of transparent materials. The transparent composites reported in this work are highlighted and compared with state-of-the-art soda-lime glass, 
silica glass, and chemically-toughened glass. The measured values for the transparent nacre-like composites with relative interconnectivity (χ/χ0) of 
0.44, 0.77, 1.02, and 1.13 are indicated by the gray, yellow, orange, and blue symbols, respectively. Filled circles represent the measured KIC data, whereas 
the KIJ max values are indicated by empty circles. Adapted from ref.[40] b) Photograph of a 0.7 mm thick sample with χ/χ0 = 1.13 placed on top of a ret-
roilluminated laptop screen. c–e) Photographs highlighting the optical translucency of the nacre-like composite with a refractive index matching oil e), 
compared to a sample without the oil d). A reference image taken without a sample on top of the pattern is shown in (c). f) Total diffuse transmittance 
of a nacre-like composite with relative interconnectivity of 1.13 (solid blue line) in comparison to the transmittance data of the previously-reported 
nacre-like samples with low density of mineral bridges (gray lines, gray-shaded area).[25] The optical transmittance of not-infiltrated glass scaffolds are 
also indicated (dashed gray lines, yellow-shaded area).[25] g) Averaged line scans showing the pixel brightness across sharp white-to-black transitions 
on patterns without any sample (pink symbols), with an as-polished sample (orange symbols), and without a sample coupled with a refractive index 
matching immersion oil (green symbols). The error bars indicate the measured standard deviation. The solid lines represent logistic functions fitted 
to each experimental line scan. h–j) Images of the areas employed to measure the pixel brightness over a white-to-black transition for patterns without 
any sample h), with an as-polished sample i), and with a sample optically coupled with an index matching oil j).
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achieved in composites prepared with a mixture of poly(methyl 
methacrylate) and phenanthrene as index-matching organic 
phase, we measured the optical transmittance of the compos-
ites and the sharpness of retro-illuminated patterns covered 
with the composite (Figure  4b,j). The optical measurements 
show that the presence of the index-matching organic phase 
enables significant light transmission through an otherwise 
opaque scaffold. The transmittance level achieved within 
the visible wavelength range is comparable to that previously 
reported for glass-reinforced nacre-like composites without 
mineral bridges (Figure  4f). This demonstrates that the incor-
poration of interconnections between the platelets improves the 
fracture strength of the composite significantly without sacri-
ficing the transparency of the material. In fact, optical meas-
urements on composites with distinct χ/χ0 values reveal that 
a 1.5-fold increase in platelet interconnectivity enhances up to 
10% the total diffuse transmittance of the material (Figure S1, 
Supporting Information). This effect could arise from the fact 
that part of the platelet-matrix interface is replaced by glass–
glass connections in composites with higher χ/χ0 levels. Since 
defects and air inclusions are often associated with the platelet-
matrix interfaces, the partial replacement of these by glass–
glass contacts reduces the density of potential scattering sites, 
thus increasing the diffuse transmittance of the composites.[25]

The optical transmittance achieved is quite high in view of 
the high concentration of platelet-matrix interfaces present  
in the material. Since perfect index-matching conditions cannot 
be reached experimentally across the whole visible wavelength 
range and each platelet-matrix interface potentially hosts scat-
tering defects or air inclusions, these materials transmit light 
by diffuse scattering. This is manifested by a strong hazing 
effect if a composite specimen is positioned between the 
observer and a retro-illuminated pattern. To reduce undesired 
hazing and thus ensure the formation of sharp images in dis-
play applications, it is important to position the material close 
to the light source and to minimize scattering at the surface 
of the composite. Surface scattering can be minimized using 
a refractive index-matching phase between the sample and the 
pattern (Figure 4b–e). We illustrate the level of image sharpness 
that can be attained with this approach by using an immersion 
oil as index-matching phase between a surface-polished sample 
and a retro-illuminated pattern (Figure  4e). Sharpness was 
assessed by measuring the brightness of individual pixels as one 
moves across a black-white border of the pattern (Figure 4g–j).  
Fitting a logistic function to the obtained experimental data 
allows us to quantify the level of sharpness using the steepness 
parameter, κ (see Equation (11)). Our analysis reveals that the 
sharpness (κ) of the polished specimen can be improved by  
7 times using a refractive index-matching oil. This condition can 
potentially also be fulfilled by utilizing commercially- available 
silicones instead of oil as the index-matching medium.[32–34] 
Such experimental demonstration highlights the direct applica-
bility of the investigated composites in display applications.

3. Conclusions

Bulk composites combining high toughness, strength, 
and optical transparency can be fabricated by creating a 

 nacre-inspired architecture comprising interconnected glass 
platelets infiltrated with an index-matching polymer matrix. 
The interconnected reinforcing phase is obtained through a 
series of simple processing steps, involving vacuum filtration, 
uniaxial pressing, and sintering protocols. Platelet interconnec-
tivity can be tuned by varying the pressure applied during uni-
axial compaction. Strong interconnections are generated at the 
contact points between the pressed platelets during sintering. 
Increasing the platelet interconnectivity significantly enhances 
the mechanical strength and initial fracture toughness of the 
transparent nacre-like composites. Besides this strengthening 
effect, the composites also exhibit rising resistance against 
crack growth. The increasing crack growth resistance of the 
composite probably arises from polymer bridges formed in the 
wake of the main crack and seems independent from the level 
of interconnectivity of the platelets. Nacre-like composites with 
highly interconnected platelets are two times stronger and 20% 
tougher than counterparts with low density of mineral bridges. 
Such mechanical improvement is achieved without compro-
mising the optical transparency of the composite. The sharp 
contrast observed in a retro-illuminated pattern covered with 
the composite demonstrates the potential of this material as a 
tough and strong alternative to state-of-the-art brittle displays.

4. Experimental Section
Composite Fabrication: Transparent nacre-like composites were 

fabricated using a previously reported process.[25] In this procedure, 
5.2 g of commercially available glass microplatelets (ECR GlassFlake, 
GF100M, Glassflake LTD, England) were suspended in 200 mL of 
double deionized (DI) water, leading to a 1% v/v suspension. The 
suspension was cast into a laboratory filtration setup equipped with a 
Plexiglas tube to accommodate up to 100 mL of liquid. The tube has 
an inner diameter of 30 mm. The large size of the glass microplatelets  
(≈300 aspect ratio, 1  µm thickness) allowed them to deposit within 
15–20 min and stack on their base plane, parallel to each other. As the 
supernatant became optically clear, vacuum was gently pulled and the 
excess water was removed. It is therefore possible to collect the glass 
platelets at the bottom of the setup to generate a green body. The 
green body was then transferred to a steel mold (31 mm diameter) and 
uniaxially pressed. The compaction was performed at room temperature 
in a mechanical testing machine (Instron, USA) by applying forces 
that range from 1 kN to 80 kN at a displacement rate of 0.5 mm min−1. 
Finally, the compacted green body was transferred into a furnace 
(Nabertherm GmbH, Germany) for sintering at 575–600 °C for 90 min 
with a 1 °C  min−1 heating rate. The nacre-like glass scaffold was then 
functionalized with 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (Sigma-
Aldrich GmbH, Germany), following already reported procedures.[25,27,35] 
The functionalized scaffold was infiltrated with a monomer mixture 
that is polymerized into a refractive index matching polymer. For this 
purpose, a monomer mixture of methyl methacrylate (MMA, Acros 
Organics GmbH, Germany), 2′-azobis (2–methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 
Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Germany) and phenanthrene (PHN, abcr GmbH, 
Germany) at a MMA:AIBN:PHN weight ratio of 1.00:0.001:0.16 was 
chosen. The bulk free radical polymerization was carried out at 60  °C 
in an oil bath for 12–14 h under nitrogen atmosphere. The polymerized 
parts were then postcured in an oven (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) at 
100 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. The excess resin was finally removed 
using a rotating polishing machine (Struers GmbH, Germany), before 
cutting and testing the infiltrated composite.

Microstructural Analysis: Quantification of the microstructural 
features of the transparent nacre-like composites was performed by 
image analysis of SEM cross sections. First, the cross sections of the 
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composites were manually polished using up to the 4000 grit polishing 
paper, and then mirror polished using a clothed paper in combination 
with colloidal suspensions with sizes ranging from 9 µm down to 1 µm. 
In order to ensure the same surface finish on all the different specimens, 
the cross sections were polished using a Broad Ion Beam (IM4000, 
Hitachi, Japan). Before SEM imaging, the samples were sputtered with 
a 6  nm layer of Pt. SEM imaging was performed using the secondary 
electron detector (SE detector) at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV 
(Leo 1530, Zeiss GmbH, Germany). Up to 30 images per sample were 
acquired and analyzed using the open source image analysis software 
Fiji.[36] First, a threshold was applied to separate the grayscale value 
between the platelets and the polymeric matrix and thus obtain binary 
images. The platelets areal fraction and their interconnectivity were 
measured on the binary images by analyzing the histogram of each 
image and by using the plugin “local thickness,” respectively. The output 
of the interconnectivity measurement is a thickness distribution, which 
sorts the 1 µm thick individual platelets and their assembly into clusters. 
The fraction of features at a certain integer cluster dimension (i µm)  
was expressed by the sum of each feature count registered between  
i ± 0.5 µm normalized by the total counts of 1 µm features. The latter 
represents the platelets that are not connected.

Mechanical Properties: The mechanical properties of the transparent 
nacre-like composites were characterized through flexural tests. Beams 
of 15 mm × 2 mm × 1.3 mm (length × width × thickness) were cut using 
a diamond saw (Struers GmbH, Germany) and subjected to three-
point bending tests in a setup with a span of 12 mm. Prior to the test, 
the surface in tension was mirror polished and the edges subjected 
to tension were beveled using a 4000 grit polishing paper. The tests 
were performed using a universal mechanical testing machine (AGS-X 
mechanical tester, Shimadzu Ltd., Japan) at a displacement rate of 
1 µm s−1. The flexural stress σf and the flexural strain εf were calculated 
using Equations (1) and (2)

3
2f 2

FL
bd

σ =  (1)

6
f 2

Dd
L

ε =  (2)

where L, b, d are the support span, the sample width and the sample 
thickness, respectively, whereas F is the force and D is the bending 
deflection.

For the SENB tests, beams of 15 mm × 1.5 mm × 3 mm (length × 
width × thickness) were cut using a diamond saw (Struers GmbH, 
Germany). Notches with a 300  µm radius were produced using a wire 
saw (Well S.A., Switzerland) and sharpened manually using a razor 
blade. The total notch length was set between 40% and 45% of the 
total specimen depth (0.4–0.45 d). The SENB tests were carried out 
in a universal mechanical testing machine (AGS-X mechanical tester, 
Shimadzu Ltd., Japan) using a 12 mm span setup at a displacement rate 
of 1 µm s−1. Crack propagation was recorded using a 2.3 Mpx camera. 
From the recorded videos, the position of the crack tip and the total 
crack length were measured using Fiji,[36] with an accuracy of 8–10 µm. 
The overall straight trajectory of the crack across the sample depth 
(mode I) enables the use of standard fracture mechanics to calculate the 
energy dissipated during fracture (J-integral) as a function of the crack 
length (a).

The J-integral can be expressed as the sum of a plastic (JPL) and an 
elastic (JEL) contribution (Equation (3))

PL ELJ J J= +  (3)

The elastic part of the J-integral can be expressed as (Equation (4))

EL
I
2

J
K
E

= ′
 (4)

where KI is the stress intensity factor in fracture mode I and E′ is the 
elastic modulus of the material subjected to plain strain.[37]

The stress intensity factor KI can be calculated for different crack 
extensions (Δa) from the load (P) applied during a SENB test using 
the function f a

w( ), which is a geometric dimensionless function that 
solely depends on the ratio between the notch length (a) and the total 
specimen thickness (w). The stress intensity factor is finally obtained 
using the following expression (Equation (5))

I 1.5
K P s

b w
f a

w( )= ⋅
⋅

 (5)

where f a
w( ) is given by Equation (6)
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The plastic part of the J-integral can be expressed as (Equation (7))

1.9
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A
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⋅

 (7)

with APL and y being the plastic area under the load-displacement curve 
and the unbroken ligament length, respectively. As y decreases during 
the propagation of the main crack, APL can be obtained by Equation (8)
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After determination of both the elastic and the plastic contributions 
to the J-integral, the stress intensity factor during crack propagation (KI J) 
is calculated using Equation (9)

I J PL ELK J J E( )= + ⋅  (9)

Fracture Visualization: WST performed inside the SEM enabled the 
direct visualization of the crack propagation through the microstructure 
of the composites. For these tests, specimens of dimensions 3.5 mm ×  
1 mm × 2 mm (height × width × depth) were cut and prenotched using 
a wire saw (Well S.A., Switzerland). The notch was sharpened manually 
using a razor blade until it reached up to 40% of the total specimen 
thickness. A custom-made wedge (≈45°) was manufactured and 
mounted on a microtester (2 kN tensile compression and horizontal 
bending stage, Deben, UK), that can be installed into a SEM for in situ 
measurements. Prior to testing, the WST specimens were sputtered with 
a Pt layer with thickness up to 6 nm. Before loading the setup into the 
SEM for testing, the specimens were positioned by engaging the tester’s 
wedge into the notch at a displacement rate of 0.3 mm min−1. The engage 
load of 1 N was kept on the specimen as the tester was installed into 
the SEM and the chamber was evacuated. The SEM was then operated 
in dual magnification mode, enabling video recording of the fracture at 
the large scale (≈imaging width 4 mm) and local scale (≈imaging width  
70 µm). The wedge splitting tests were performed at a displacement rate 
of 0.05 mm min−1. The SEM recording was set to 0.8 frames s−1.

The crack tortuosity was measured on the recorded SEM images by 
image analysis using Fiji.[36] Given the high contrast between the fracture 
path and the rest of the microstructure, the crack can be thresholded 
and its profile can be analyzed with the plugin “skeletonize.”[38] The 
skeleton of the fracture was pruned of any secondary branch and the 
length of the shortest longest path (L) was measured. The tortuosity τ 
was then calculated with the following expression (Equation (10))

0

L
L

τ =  (10)

with L0 being the equivalent straight trajectory of the crack.
Quantification of the Sharpness in Covered Images: A series of pictures 

of a pattern with sharp black edges covered with a transparent sample 
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was collected using an optical microscope (Digital Microscope, Keyence 
VHX-5000, Keyence) to highlight the improvement in image sharpness 
that can be achieved by coupling a transparent nacre-like composite with 
a refractive index matching oil (Type B, immersion liquid, ne  =  1.518, 
Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany). The specimen chosen has a 
relative interconnectivity χ/χ0 of 1.13. Pictures of the pattern without 
the specimen, of the pattern with a mirror polished specimen placed 
in contact, and finally of the pattern with a specimen optically coupled 
through a refractive index matching oil were compared. Each image was 
analyzed by selecting over ten regions of interest per each image. Each 
region represents a strip of 600 µm in which there was a visible and 
sharp white-to-black color transition. Each strip was exported using the 
open source image analysis software Fiji[36] as a text image, the value of 
each cell being the gray value of each pixel. Every pixel column of the 
text image was therefore averaged and the standard deviation calculated, 
leading to averaged line scans displayed as pixel values as a function 
of the position in the image (in µm). Finally, each averaged line scan 
was stored and imported in MATLAB and fitted with a logistic function 
g through the line scan.[39] The logistic function has the following form 
(Equation (11))

1 exp 0

g M

x xκ ( )
=

+ − − 
 (11)

where M is the maximum pixel value of each line scan, κ is the steepness 
or logistic growth rate (expressed in mm−1), and x0 is the center position 
of the curve (expressed in mm).

Optical Properties: The optical characterization of the composites 
was performed using a V-660 UV–Vis spectrometer (Jasco Inc., USA) 
on specimens with a thickness of either 2.5 or 0.7 mm. To quantify the 
total diffuse transmittance of the specimens, the spectrometer was 
equipped with an integrating sphere (150 mm Integrating Sphere, Model 
ILV-924, Jasco Inc., USA). All spectra were collected in absorbance and 
normalized by the thickness of each specimen before conversion into 
the final transmittance values.
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